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Optical Media lnterface Laboratory l professor Yasuhiro Mukai容awa
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Multi・6'equency 辺Umination can reveal hidden interna1 艶atures ofmaterials and objects, such as earlier artworks (nght)that have been painted over (1em
^

^^

ecently developed techniques such as
X・ray auorescence (XRF) and infrared

beneath famous works ofartsuch as the

However, by removing the ligl)t・scattering
effect of the upper layers, we can visualize
a dear image of the internal structure;'
Mukai8a、va explains."The problem is,
the appearance 、ve normaⅡy observe js
the visual'sum' ofalHnterna11ayers, and
Separatin8 these layers as ima8es is usua11y
impossiblel'
The team be号an with a theoretical

M011αιiS4.

analysis of the problem. As light penetrate

reflectography (1RR) have given
Od

researchers a previously unimagined ability
t010ok below the surface ofpaintin号S and
Other objects. They have, for example,
found lost, obscured art, forgotten artists'
Signatures and muluple layers ofpaint

NOW, NAIST researchers have developed a

Our method could

also be applied to
medicalimagin今to
10ok inside the

human body.

non・contact method that aⅡ0、vs them to see

through the surface oftranslucent objects
to visualize hidden layersl. neir technique
makes it possible to sequentia11γ Unveilthe
history ofobjects such as painungs without
the potentialdamaging e仟ect ofxRF and
With more darity than lRR. nis next・
evolution of depth・penetrating visualization

a material, it is pr0套ressively scattered by

the ma杜er untilit can penetrate no deeper
This scattered light can then re・emerge
from the surface, but is re・sca杜ered on its

Way back out.

The researchers mode11ed this process
as a series of depth・dependent 'point

Spread functionsl and in doin今 So realized
they could recover the deeper images

has been developed by Yasuhiro Mukaigawa,

by i11Uminating the material with a

Who heads NAIST's optical Media lnterface
Laboratory, osaka university'S Kenichiro
Tanaka and c011eagues
"The structure inside a translucent object
is often invisible due to overlyin号 material

Checkerboard pattern and processing the
Obtained images.

" we project a checkerboard pattern on
to the material and scan the pattern pitch

from sma11to large;' Mukai号awa says.

" we can then separate the interna11ayers
Correspondin名 to each pitch using some
Sli名htly complicated, but straightforward,
Computatlon

,,

The researchers used their 'multi・

frequency i11Uminatiod technique to reveal
With remarkable darity hidden paintings
and even the si号ned name ofan artist、vhose
Work had been painted over
This ima今in套 technique also forms the

basjs for a document・scanning system that
Can 丘lter outthe appeannce ofthe wron号
Side 、vhen scanning double・sided prints.
Historical art、vork and archivin今, however,
are not the on1γ Potential application of
this technique." our method could also be
applied to medicalimaging t010ok inside
the human body" Mukaigawa says
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More information aboutthe 宮roup's re5earch can be found at h杜P:カ、'i5W3.nai5t.jp/contents/Research/mi・06・en、html
Researcher; Yasuhiro Mukaigawo
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